Join our SWARCO Bergauer higher-level control systems team for traffic and infrastructure as

B acke nd / Java Eng i ne e r (m /w )
Location: Baden – Dättwil / Canton Aargau / Switzerland | Full-time

You r Challenge
You implement sophisticated business logic modules in Java and write module- and integration tests
independently
You integrate new protocols and standards into our SCADA system and implement the required
interfaces
You will work closely with the project managers and with colleagues from the backend team
You will take the responsibility in exciting projects and be in direct contact with the international
development team of the SWARCO Group

You r Pro le
You are a computer scientist FH / HF
You have good knowledge and practical experience in the areas of: JAVA (8,11), OSGI, MAVEN, MariaDB /
MySQL
CI/CD tools like Jenkins, Nexus are not foreign concepts to you. Eclipse IDE is not a stellar constellation
for you
You know your way around Docker, have heard of K8S (HELM) and move around Windows and Linux
with confidence
Dealing with distributed systems (microservices) which communicate via RabbitMQ (AMQP) or Kafka
(MQTT) is familiar to you
You have good German and English skills

You r Bene t
Interesting and varied tasks in a growing industry environment
Opportunities to shape the future of the transport area
Collegial working environment and open company culture with contact to the international SWARCO
team
Wide scope for creativity and responsibility
An employer who values your input
Further training that promotes and challenges your personal strengths
The future of mobility begins today. Yours too?
Join SWARCO. We are looking forward to receiving your online application:

Apply now

Bergauer AG
z.H.: Managing Director Mr. Daniel Meier
Täfernstraße 16a
5405 - Baden-Dättwil

You can find more detailed data protection-related information here.

